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Trinity College's Class of 2009

Ayesha
Catherine
Richard
Jean
Klee
Joshua
David
Nicholas
Melanie
Michael
Todd
Cyrus
Asia
Henry
Saroj
Jonathan
Amanda
Chelsea
Clement
Max
Seth
Quinn
Braxton
Meghan
Ash lei
Lucy
Nora
Sophia
Michael
Alexandra
Matthew
Tyler
Katelyn
Laura
Stacy
Sagar
Joshua
Halsey
Stephen
Erin
En1ily

Morgan Bowling
Abdullah
John Bowman III
Abran1s
Bennett Brasfield
Agostino
John Brennan
Ahn
Caitlin Brisson
Aiken
Brittany
Bristow
Albin
Elizabeth Brown
Allen
Liana Brown
Allen
Samuel Brown
Aln1eida
Thomas Brown
Anderson
Christopher Brown II
Anderson Jr.
Andrew Bryson
Appoo
Julia Budnick
Archey
Erica Burman
Arneth
Gabriella
Burnham
Aryal
Scott Burns
Ashby
Willian1
Burns Jr.
Au
Bainbridge-Donner Alexandra Byus
Nicole Cahill
Balanoff
Peter Cameron
Ballardo
Catnpanella
Michael
Ban ever
Eduardo Canet
Bannon
Nicolas Cantone
Barnard
Joshua Caplan
Barry
Alison Carlson
Basiege
Julia Carney
Battern1an
Eveline Case
Becker
Andrew
Castiglione
Becker
Victor Castillo
Beeson
Abagail
Cecchinato
Berluti
Nicholas Chakiryan
Bermudez
Neena Chakrabarti
Berry
Katherine Chang
Berteletti
Hannah Charry
Bertrand
Derek Chase
Bertrand
Michelle Chee
Bhandari
Jeffrey Chen
Biren
Denis Chikunov
Bittel
Urey Chow
Bloom
Mahtnudul Chowdhury
Bloxham
Monica Chung
Borsting

Sora
Ashley
Nicholas
Alyssa
Nicholas
Alexander
Nancy
Whitney
Kellie
Kelsey
John
Adam
Christopher
Elizabeth
Beryl
Maureen
Jennifer
Harry
Eva
Evan
Emma
Lindsey
Franci
Ariana
Joao
Brian
Delia
Karli
Sean
John
Gustav
Lea
Adam
Dzheni
Molly
Christopher
Carrie
Robert
Chase
Maria
Shawn

Chung
Clackson
Clen1ent
Cockrell
Colander
Cole
Concepcion
Connelly
Copeland
Correia
Coughlin
Cox
Cozza
Crocker
Crofton-Atkins
Crossen
Ctuninale
Cyphers IV
Czarnocha
Daley
Darvick
Datte
Davila
Davis
De Oliveira
de Regt
DeBlois
Del Rossi
Delaney
DeMeo
Detter
Dickson
DiFulvio
Dilcheva
Dince
Diozzi
Disa
Diserens IV
Dittrich
Dixon
Donaher
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Jacob
Catherine
Courtney
Donald
Whitney
Samer
Kate
Mary
Laura
Elizabeth
Adaeze
Kinza
James
Sara
Gabriel
Denil
Lisa
Tydera
Caitlin
Michael
Katherine
Daniel
Alyce
Christopher
Thomas
Katherine
Sara
Ashlei
Erin
Janice
Joshua
Matthew
Madelaine
John
Brenna
Julien
John
Alexander
Rebecca
Sarah
Katilyn
Matthew
Ambur
Genevieve
Kaitlin
An1anda
Jason
Aimee
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Donnelly
Doyle
Drakes
Driscoll III
Duprey
Dweik
Dworkin
Ebraheem
Eckman
Edtnunds
Ekeson
Elahi
Elder II I
Elliott
Ellis- Ferrara
Ertug
Esposito
Faines-Adams
Farrell
Farrell
Fazio
Feitel
Fernley
Ferraguto
Ferraguto
Fielding
Fiorillo
Flen11ning
Flanagan
Flemtning
Flores
Foley
Ford
Fornaciari
Fox
Franklin
Fraser, Jr.
Fredell
Freedtnan
Frelinghuysen
French
Fuentes
Fulse
Gadenne
Gaffney
Garba tini
Gaston
Gauvin

Cassandra
Christine
Jennifer
Stephanie
Theodore
Stephanie
Kalin
Danae
I<eith
David
Rachel
Kieran
Martha
Friederike
Isabel
Sarah
Laquisha
Roland
Gennaine
Alexander
Stephen
Lucy
Elizabeth
Linda
Tarun
Erik
Lindsey
Henry
Montague
Kaitlin
Justin
Daphne
Naoto
Jane
Perrin
John-Charles
Megan
James
Justin
Melissa
Adrienne
Stacy
Matthew
Breanne
Katherine
Peter
Keith
Beverly

Gendron
Gerdin
Gifford
Gisriel
Gleysteen
Glover
Gochev
Goldberg
Goldman
Goodn1an
Goodtnan
Goodrich
Goodwin
Gorgens
Gottlieb
Gould
Grant
Grant Jr.
Greene
Greenough
Gretz, Jr.
Grogan
Gromisch
Grzeika
Gulati
Gulbrandsen
Gurian
Habgood
Hackett III
Haines
Hall
Hallett
Han1ashitna
Hatnilton
Hatnilton III
Hanley
Hannigan
Harris
Harris
Harris
Hart
Hathcox
Havlicek
Hawes
Hendren
Hendrickson
Hernandez
Herr

Riley
Joanna
Matthew
Mignon
Margaret
Brian
Williatn
Eric
Peter
Alison
Allison
Christopher
Daniel
Sylvia
Devlin
Stephen
Bradley
Susan
Connor
Sara
Lynda
Dulce
Olga
Aaran1
Brett
Willian1
Benjan1in
Rachel
Sarah
Ibrahin1
Bridget
Natalie
Christine
Susan
Arland
Stephen
Elliott
Melissa
Jared
Devon
Thon1as
Elizabeth
Chauncey
David
Sean
SoHuyn
David
Kerry

Hicks
Hill
Hill
Hills
Hinchey
Hirono
Hoffberger
Hofer
Holland
Holn1es
Horrocks
Houlihan
Hoyle
Hristakeva
Hughes
Hughes
Hunnewell
Hunt
H ustava
Ickow
Ikejitnba
Itnbo
Irizarry
Isah
Jackson
Jahraus
Jc-unes
Jay
Jenkins
Jibrell
Johnston
Jones
Joo
Juggernauth
Kane
Kates
Katz
Katz
l(azanovicz
Kearns
Keller
Kennedy
Kerr
Kiarsis Jr.
Killeen
Kin1
Kin1ball-Stanley
l(incy

Nathan
Alexander
Nicholas
Piper
Alexandra
Alexandra
Elizabeth
Amanda
Madelyn
William
Patrick
Daniel
Paul
Patrick
Tania
Hillary
Gabriel
San-Eou
Marguerite
Kelli
Nelson
Regina
Cory
John
Kathryn
Conor
Alison
Peter
Joseph
Meghan
Allison
Samantha
Caroline
Kimberly
Yukshan
Madelyn
Gray
David
John
Alexander
Laurie
Regina
Stuart
Julian
Victor
Mo
John
Brittany

Kirschbautn
Kisling
Kistner
Klen1n1
Klestadt
Kokesh
Kong
Koptnan
Korengold
Kreuttner
Kumf
Kupper
Kwon
Kyhos
Kyle
Ladov
Lafontant
Lan
Landry
Lane
Lassiter Jr.
Lea
Leadbeater
Leaf
Leahy
Lehn1kuhl
Lemire
LeMonier Jr.
Lennon
Lesko
Lessin
Levy
Lewis
Lewis
Li
Light
Lincoln
Lindner
Lingos-Webb
Littauer
Littlefield
Lon1bardo
Longley
Loo
Lopez
Luan
Lyden
Lynch

Sally
Margaret
Alec
Ian
Erika
Mary-Margaret
Yasmin
Alexander
Williatn
John
Alexandra
Robert
Ryan
Manek
Allison
Elena
Aileen
Kelley
Patrick
Cara
Jack
Andrew
Daniela
Eric
Katherine
Rosetnary
Rachel
Byron
JohnThotnas
Kristen
Megan
William
Joseph
Katherine
Melody
Whitney
Danielle
Lisa
Arielle
Marianne
Matthew
Amory
Kashif
Elizabeth
Nicole
Rhoden
Marc
Alison

Lynch
MacAlpine
MacColl
MacGregor II
Maciaszczyk
Mahoney
Malhotra
Manevitz
Mannen
Marinelli
Markos
Marschall<
Masucci
Mathur
Matt
Mayfield
McBride
McCarthy
McCarthy
McCue
McDonnell Long
McDowell
McFarren
McGrath
McGuigan
McGuirk
McHugh
McKeithen
McLain
McNatnara
McNamara
McNicol
Melillo
Meltzoff
Mendoza
Merrill
Michaud
Miles
Miller
Miller
Milner
Minot
Mohiuddin
Molano
Molleur
Monrose
Montini Jr.
Moore

San1uel
Samantha
Jeffrey
Sarah
Robert
Simbarashe
Sarah
Ariana
Taylor
Scott
Christine
Chelsea
Tiare
Jacob
Gustavo
Kyle
Laura
Taniko
Kumud
Steven
Daniel
Andrew
Ha-Thu
Katherine
Henry
Hunter
Alexandra
Devin
Jonathan
Jacqueline
Raymond
Logan
Christopher
Lesley
Isaac
Jason
Jared
Alexander
Samantha
Kimbley
Radmila
Aaron
Sunn-Young
Christian
Cara
Samantha
Lauren
Jennifer

Moorhead
Moorin
Morales
Morley
Mountain
M uhwati
Muir
Mullin
M ulvee
M ussmann
M waturura
Naftelberg
Nakata
Narva
N asci mien to
Navin
Nelson
Nelson
Nepal
Netcoh
Newman
Nguyen
Nguyen
Nichols
Noel
Norte
Norton
Nwanagu
N yce
O'Boyle
O'Brien III
O'Connor
Oetting
O'Neill
Oransky
Oxner
Paletti
Palma
Palmer
Palterman
Paneva
Pangburn
Park
Parra
Pavlak
Pebley
Peck
Perrone
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Alexander
Jennifer
Ryan
Ross
Louisa
Joseph
Gina
Laura
Ezel
Christopher
Marissa
Robert
Adam
Thomas
Alexandra
Conor
Shannon
Jordan
Mark
Alicia
Jose
Christina
Ross
Mark
Andrew
Alyssa
Adam
Caitlin
Rachel
Mackenzie
John
Garner
Chelsey
John
Jordan
Clay
Diana
Elizabeth
Joshua
Alexa
Meghan
Jasmin
Alexandra
Roberta
Natasha
Mary
Jonathan
Janessa
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Phillips
Phyfe
Piacentini
Pietrantonio
Plotkin
Plotycia
Policastro
Potneroy
Poslu
Powers
Powers
Powers III
Prescott
Price
Purdie
Quinn
Quinn
Quinones
Rakowski
Ran1adei
Ramirez
Ramsay
Raphael
Rasmussen
Rathmann-Noonan
Rautenberg
Re
Reardon
Reece
Reilly
Rendeiro Jr.
Resch
Reynolds
Reynolds
Rhodes
Rhoten
Rice
Rich
Rich
Rifaat
Rios
Rodriguez
Rogers
Rogers-Bednarek
Rosa
Rose
Rosen
Ross

Paul
Eli
Tyrell
Gautan1
Scott
Cin tli
Jasbir
Xavier
Zaydee
Laura
Casey
Benjamin
Sarah
Catharine
Jessica
Michael
Arthur
Kristina
Shantell
Christina
Felix
Olivia
Gabrielle
Stephanie
Hannah
Alexandra
Juliana
Josephine
Noah
Bianca
Griha
Etnily
Valerie
Edward
Margaret
Margaret
Merry
Peter
Ryan
Bryce
Michelle
Rebecca
Krystyna
Marc
Jacqueline
Francesca
Barrie
Gabriel

Rowe Jr.
Roxby
Ruff
Samarth
Sample
Sanchez
Sandhu
Sandoval
Santiago
Sargent
Savage
Schiffer
Schoenbeck
Schoettle
Schultz
Schutzer
Schweitzer III
Scontras
Scott
Seda
Seda
Seely
Sergi
Shaker
Shapiro
Sheldon
Sheldon
Shister
Sin1coff
Sims
Singla
Skipp
Small
Stnith
Stnith
Stnith
Stnith
Smith
Stnith
Snarski-Pierce
Snyder
Snyder
Soljan
Spagoletti
Sparks
Stabile
Stavis
Sterne

Jonathan
Stephen
Terrance
Kai
Monica
Catherine
Jus tin
Ashley
Jason
Alana
Charles
Megan
Meeyun
Michael
Jonathan
Carla
Silvia
Lindsay
Emtnelyne
Maria
An1anda
Tyler
Zachary
Harrison
William
Lauren
Lydia
John
M uhamtned
Thomas
Alexis
Brice
Stephen
Michael
Susan
Santiago
R un1en
O'Rayan
Madai
Sabiel
Daniel
Schuyler
Jennifer
Kurt
Rushabh
Corbin
Katherine
Verdell

Stone
Sullivan
Sullivan
Sun
Sundri
Sweeney
Sweeney
Swiggett
Syn1n1es
Tabacco
Tashjian
Taverna
Taylor
Teesdale
Terbell
Thon1pkins
Tjioe
Torpey-Cross
Toussaint
Tralongo
Tratnont
Triggs
Trudeau
Tsopelas
Tucker
Turlik
Turner
Uhghire IV
U n1air
Unsworth
Vaile
Vallieres
Vallin1arescu
van Beuren
Van Veldhuisen
Varela
Vasilev
Velarde
Velez
Ventura
Vescuso
Viering
Vince
von Seekamn1 Jr.
Vora
Vreeland
Wade
Walker

•
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The American Studies major gives students the opportunity to apply the methods and learning of several
disciplines to the study of American culture and society. It draws upon the resources of many departments
and programs to provide an interdisciplinary perspective on the United States. In the junior and senior seminars,
majors work to integrate their knowledge and to master a variety of methodological approaches to
American studies.
Courses

lntro to American Political Philosophy
History of American Education
Conflicts & Culture in American Society
Religion in American Society

Homosexuality & Hollywood Film
Comic Art in the U.S.
20th Century Afro-American Lit
Literary Losers

Women of Color in the U.S.
New England Architecture
Museum Exhibitions

Faculty List

Deparment Chair: Louis P. Masur
William H. Cohn
Rob Alan Lawson
Eugene E. Leach
Melissa N. Stuckey
Scott H. Tang
Scott Gac
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Diana R. Paulin
Ann Fitzgerald
Mary E. McCombie

Nicholas J. Conway
Brennan Maier

ro 00
It synthesizes the disciplines of a liberal arts education and applies them to the real world. Anthropology is
not just done in the jungle. As different ethnic groups come together and break apart-- from Los Angeles
to Bosnia -- anthropologists strive to understand cultural difference and social change. Why do people
care about their heritages? Why do they fight for the right to practice their religions? How are cultural
traditions invented, maintained, and transformed? These are anthropological questions which
demand understanding of the cultural landscapes that, as humans, we create and inhabit.

Courses
World Ethnography

War & Culture

Peasants & Social Change

The Gypsies

Women & Family in Middle East

Anthropology of Food

Medical Anthropology

Identities in Britain & Ireland

Concept of Progress

Folklore & Society

China Through Film

Culture, Ecology, Environment

Faculty List
Department Chair: James A. Trostle
Andrew M. Conroe

Jane H. Nadei-Kiein

Frederick K. Errington

Beth E. Notar

Patricia Mangan

Alanna E. F. Rudzik

69

Trinity's Art History faculty is one of many outstanding strengths. Department Chairman Michael FitzGerald, for
example, publishes and lectures widely on 20th-century art, and his teaching encompasses the history of
photography and film as well as specialized courses in the art market. Senior department member Michael
Mahoney, who is pursuing research on the 17th-century painter Salvator Rosa, offers expertise in Baroque and
Asian art. Alden Gordon specializes in 18th- and 19th-century European art and architecture, with a particular
interest in the art patronage of the old regime in France. Kathleen Curran, whose research focuses on 19thcentury German architecture, shares with students her knowledge of 19th- and 20th-century architecture and
American decorative art. Jean Cadogan applies her expertise as a museum curator and scholar to teaching
Medieval and Renaissance art, in addition to museum studies. Courses in many other disciplines of special
interest to Art History Majors-- History, Italian Studies, and Religion, to name a few, as well as closely related
topics, such as Classics, American Studies, and International Studies, are also offered as part of the Art
History curriculum.
Courses
Introduction to Classical Art and Archaeology
High Renaissance Art in Italy
Madame Pompadour as a Patron of the Arts
History of Photography
Introduction to Asian Art

The Gothic Age: Art of the 12th and 13th Centuries
Seminar in Architectural History: The Country House
20th-Century Avant Garde in Painting and Sculpture
History of World Cinema
Seminar in Style and Connoisseurship

Faculty
Department Chair: Michael C. Fitzgerald
Jean Cadogan
Kathleen A. Curran
Alden R. Gordon
Alice R. M. Hyland

David W. Dangremond
Mary Lewis

e
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Michelle Gilibert
Kristin A. Triff

Biologists look at the marvels of the living natural world; they study LIFE. What we encounter in biology are the
continuing consequences of events that began billions of years ago, yielding simple living forms capable of
faithfully reproducing themselves. From this genesis evolved the many forms of life we recognize today.
Though we know much in biology, we are learning even more at a breathtaking rate. Biology is the most fastpaced science of our time. Fundamental, history-making advances have been made in biology in just the last
30 years. For instance, biologists studying bacteria and viruses discovered that DNA is the genetic material.
This major discovery led to the establishment of the field of molecular biology, whose implications for the
future are still unfolding.Scientists are continuing to find through research how this molecule, DNA, affects
genetic inheritance, physiology, and evolution. As research proceeds, new businesses in biotechnology,
based on DNA engineering, are being developed. The prospects for future biologists are wide-ranging; there
is so much yet to learn.

Courses
Biology 1: Inquiry into Life
Biology IV: Genetics
Biochemistry
Drug Discovery

Biology II: Evolution of Life
Recombinant DNA Technology
Conservation Biology
Biology of Communication

Biology Ill: The Cellular Basis of Life
Botany
Histophysiology
Ecological Concepts and Methods

Faculty & Staff

Department Chair: Daniel G. Blackburn
Laurie J. Bonneau
Kathleen Archer
Hebe M Guardiola-Diaz Ann R Lehman
Craig W Schneider
Scott R Smedley

Kent D Dunlap
Joan Morrison
Susan A. St. Jean

Robert J. Fleming
Michael A a• Donnell
Chris Swart

Lisa-Anne Foster
Vicente Salvador

•
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The Chemistry Department offers Chemistry and Biochemistry degrees, which are interdisciplinary in nature
and deal with the composition, properties, and interactions of substances. They employ techniques from
mathematics and physics and have applications in all of the sciences and engineering. The Chemistry degree
is typically viewed as having five major areas: analytical, biological, inorganic, organic, and physical. The
chemistry major at Trinity is structured to provide a balanced presentation of these areas. The Biochemistry
degree is also structured to focus on learning in these areas but also emphasizes the biological sciences and
biological chemistry.

Courses
Chemistry for Non-Scientists
Archaeological Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Methods of Chemical Analysis
Nuclear Magnet Resonance

Introductory Chemistry
Forensic Chemistry
Organic Chemistry
Inorganic Chemistry
Environmental Toxicology

Faculty
Department Chair: Timothy P. Curran
William H Church
Henry A DePhillips Jr.
David E Henderson
Marie J. Krisch
Ralph 0 Moyer Jr.
Janet F Morrison
Richard V Prigodich
Maria L. Parr
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Environmental Chemistry
Food Chemistry
Physical Chemistry
Physical Biochemistry

Science in Art
Origins of Life
Neurochemistry

Edward C. Fitzgerald
Thomas M Mitzel
Olivier J.-C. Nicaise
Denise N. Rau

as sics

At Trinity, the Classics are studied for one simple reason: the cultures of ancient Greece and Rome represent a
continuum of which we- and our civilization- are a part. Together they form the axis of the humanities.
Trinity•s Classics Department- one of the College•s oldest- offers the kind of comprehensive study of
classical languages, literature, philosophy, art, and history that ordinarily is found only at much larger
universities, while at the same time providing the individualized attention that is available only at a smaller
school. Recently introduced courses in archaeology add a powerful new dimension to the Department, and
because the study of classics intersects the academic areas of philosophy, history, political science,
economics, sociology, literature, and art, Classics majors enjoy a broad and stimulating exposure to the liberal
arts, which prepares them well for life after college.

Courses
Elementary Greek
Elementary Latin
Homer
Greek Tragedy
Celtic Britain and the Romans

Classical Art and Archaeology
The City of Jerusalem
Spectacles of Power in the Age of Nero
Catullus & Elegiac Poets

Faculty
Department Chair: Martha K Risser
Michael J. Anderson

Peter Mazur

Michael J. Mordine
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Computer Science at Trinity is a small, cohesive department offering a close working relationship between
faculty and students, both in and out of the classroom. The department has been able to react quickly to the
latest developments in computer technology by introducing new languages and systems in both elementary
and advanced classes. Students in computer science classes have numerous opportunities for developing
Internet skills and have access to state-of-the-art workstations.

Courses
Senior Project Computational Biology
High-Performance Computing
Computing Artificial Intelligence
Languages Systems Software
Topics Application
Computation for Humanity

Faculty
Department Chair: Madalena Spezialetti
Heidi J. C. Ellis
Takunari Miyazaki

Software Development
Discrete Math & Computer
Compiler Theory Distributed
Database Fundamentals
Analysis of Algorithms
Foundations of Programming
Computer Graphics
Principles of Software
Internet Computing
Open Source Software
Mathematical Foundations of Computing

Ralph A Morelli

o~puter
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Peter A. Yoon

Courses

Economic Theory and its History
Labor Economics
Quantitative Economics
Basic Economic Principles
Econometric

Economic Systems and Development
Inti Economics
Public Policy Issues
Money and Finance
Social Policies and Economic Research
Independent Research
Microeconomic Theory
Macroeconomic
Studies in Social Policy and Economic Research

The world of economics encompasses fundamental institutions and activities that govern "economic"
outcomes-prices of goods, the amount of private and public investment, the wealth or poverty of nations and
persons, unemployment rates, the structure of organizations, the benefits and burdens of globalization and
trade, the quality of the environment and health care, etc. We use this way of thinking to understand how
different institutions promote or retard growth, the effects of differing monetary and fiscal policies, markets for
health, labor, environmental goods, investments and invention, financial assets, trade; yes, even sports and art.
Faculty

Department Chair: Fancis J. Egan
Adam J Grossberg
Rash a M. Ahmed
Carol Clark
Ward S Curran
Sinan Hastorun
Cindy Jacobs
Stanley McMillen
Robert J. Martel
Arthur M. Schneider
Mark Setterfield
Edward Stringham
Leonard Tsumba

Aram R. Balagyozyan
Richard Ebeling
Mark D. Lacedonia
F. William O'Connor
Alexander Skouloudis
James GWen

William N Butos
Gerald A Gunderson
Burton Levine
Miguel D Ramirez
Mark E. Stater
Diane C Zannoni

CODODllCS
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The interdisciplinary major enables students to integrate knowledge and research methods from several
academic disciplines into a focused examination of the field of education. It provides opportunities for stuu...;••w.·
to analyze the learning process, the organization of schooling, its links to broader contexts, and the potential
for change. The interdisciplinary major is not a teacher certification program. Rather, it is designed for studen
who seek a richer understanding of education grounded in the liberal arts, whether they aspire to become
educators, researchers, or policymakers, or simply in their role as informed citizens. In addition to core cou
taught by Educational Studies faculty, the major draws upon selected offerings by participating departments
and programs, such as Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, Philosophy, Political Science, and Theater and
Dance. Students also learn through field experiences offered in cooperation with Hartford-area schools,
educational centers, and campus-community initiatives such as the Learning Corridor.

Courses
Analyzing Schools
Multiculturalism & Ethnicity
Immigrants and Education
Higher Education in America

Schooling in America
Gender and Education
Latinos in Education
Special Education

Faculty
Department Chair: Jack A. Dougherty
Andrea Dyrness
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Jennifer D. Sandler

Anthropology and Education
Education Reform: Past and Pr.:=•~Ard'::
Cities, Suburbs, and Schools
Race, Class, and Educational Policy

Trinity College has been committed to engineering instruction for over one hundred years, offering civil and
mechanical engineering courses as early as 1856. Today, Trinity is one of just a few highly-selective liberal arts
colleges that offers three degree paths in engineering: an ABET-accredited Bachelor of Science degree, a
Bachelor of Arts degree, and an M.S. in Electrical Engineering or Mechanical Engineering from the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute through Rensselaer at Hartford after an additional year. These degrees prepare students
for careers in industry and for further study in engineering graduate programs or post-graduate schools of law,
medicine, and business.
Courses
Principles of Flight
Neural Engineering
Heat Transfer

Linear Circuit Theory
Thermodynamics
Electrophysiology

Faculty & Staff
Department Chair: Taikang
David J Ahlgren
Lin Cheng
Joseph L Palladino

Ning
J. Harry Blaise
David J. Giblin
David E Woodard

Mechanics
Fluid Mechanics
Design Seminar

Automatic Control Systems
Architectural Drawing
lntro. to Engineering

Joseph D Bronzino
John D Mertens
Andrew V. Musulin

77
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Faculty
Department Chair: Paul Lauter
Sarah Bilston
Barbara M Benedict
Francisco Goldman
Christopher Hager
Brennan Maier
Colin McEnroe
Diana R. Paulin
Milia C Riggio
Abigail L. Salerno
Asali Solomon

Lucy Ferriss
Dirk A Kuyk Jr.
Ed McKeon
David Rosen
Beverly C. Wall

Sheila M Fisher
Elizabeth B. Libbey
Okey Ndibe
Clare M. Rossini
Chloe Wheatley

In the English Department at Trinity College, faculty and students collaborate closely together as they explore a
wide range of literary forms, genres, and media from an equally wide range of periods and cultures. We are
proud of our faculty members, who are actively publishing scholars and artists as well as dedicated teachers
and mentors. And we are equally proud of our students, who work hard alongside the faculty to discover
meaning in literary texts and to express ideas, images, and arguments in well-honed, well-crafted writings of
their own. Trinity English majors have become award-winning novelists, poets, and playwrights as well as
lawyers, doctors, professors, editors, and marketing specialists.
Courses
Writing Creative
Writing History of Drama
Expository Writing
Research Writing
African American Lit.
Victorian Lit.
Global Short Fiction
Gender Race & Ethnicity
American Fiction
The Art of the Essay Writing
Contemporary Black Women Writers
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American Lit.
Writing "Broad Street" Stories
Caribbean Dramatic Lit.
19th-Century British Romance

•

nv1ornmenta
•
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Trinity College's location in the capital of Connecticut offers a wide range of opportunities for the study of a
complex urban environment and direct contact with city, state, and federal regulatory agencies. Although many
people equate environmental science with the natural world, most humans live in metropolitan areas. These
areas have a tremendous impact on the environment: energy, water, food, housing and transportation. The
urban focus of the Environmental Science program is enhanced by the Trinity College Field Station, located
about 45 minutes east of Hartford in Ashford, Connecticut, in a rural community. Its woods, fields and a river
provide an ideal location for biological and geological studies and for comparative rural and urban studies.

Courses
Geographic Information Systems
Wildlife Issues in a Changing World
Advanced Seminar in Env. Science

Honors Research
Field Study in Environmental Science
Research in Env. Science Library

The Earth's Climate
Methods in Env. Science

Faculty
Department Chair: Christoph Geiss
Joan Morrison
Jonathan R. Gourley
Michael A O'Donnell
Brigitte H Schulz

David E Henderson
Scott R Smedley

John D Mertens
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We believe historical study is simultaneously about self-discovery and discovering the world. We strive
to cultivate giftsof empathy, moral imagination, and critical understanding; to give students insight into human
situtations fardifferent from their own; and, we hope, to help students decide where they want to go both
in their lives and their learning , and then to develop their power to get there.
Courses

The Myth of the Nation

The U.S. from Colonial Period through the Civil War

Europe since 1715

The Crusades

Colonial Latin America

Foundations of Greek & Roman History

African American History

Caribbean History

Modern Japan

History of the Desert

History of China

Diaspora: Jewish History Before Modernity

Drink & Disorder in American

Women in Europe

Hartford on Film 1969 - Present

Arab - Israeli Conflict

War & Society

Faculty
Department Chair: Kathleen Kete
Zayde Gordon Antrim
Daria A. Euraque
Melissa N. Stuckey
Jeffrey Bayliss
J. Ronald Spencer
Mark Miller
Eugene E. Leach
Emily Musil
Michael E. Lestz
Cheryl Greenberg
Michael K. Heaney
Jonathan Elukin

e
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Joan D. Hedrick
Luis A. Figeuroa
John H. Chatfield
Thomas M. Truxes
Susan D. Pennybacker
Louis P. Masur

Manuella Meyer
Samuel D. Kassow
Scott Gac
Sean Cocco
Matthew P. Wranovix
J. Ronald Spencer

We live in a world of interdependent parts. Shared dilemmas and challenges tie together all the peoples of the
world. If we are to participate in our global culture, a sophisticated understanding of peoples, cultures, political
systems, intellectual disciplines, and technologies is vital. Trinity encourages International Studies majors to
pursue some form of practical exposure through foreign study. An appropriate and enriching foreign study
program may be designed with the help of your faculty adviser and the Office of International Programs. Trinity,
in addition to its own campus in Rome and consortia! study program in Spain, has established informal
relationships with a number of other American colleges and universities offering accredited programs in over 20
locations, including Argentina, China, the Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong,
Italy, India, Israel, Japan, Nepal, Russia, Great Britain, and Australia.
Courses
lntro Lat Am& Carib Wrld lntro to East Asian Buddhism South Asia to 1600 Modern India
Daily Life in Middle Eastern History Modern Iran Hippies: Asia in America Pacific Asia Faii&Resurg
Human Rights in a Global Age Global ldeolgies & Anti-Ideologies The Arab/Israeli Conflict
Global Politics African and the World Islam Without Fear Empire & Nationalism Anthropology of Poverty
Immigrants & Refugees Mapping the World Racism Globalization Theory
Faculty
Department Chair: Vijay Prashad
Zayde Gordon Antrim
Raymond W Baker
Manuella Meyer
Emily Musil

Janet L Bauer
Michael E Niemann

Xiangming Chen
Awet T. Weldemichael
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Jewish studies is a multi-disciplinary, College-wide investigation of Jewish civilization in its many historical
and geographical manifestations. The scope of the Jewish studies curriculum covers Jewish civilization from
its ancient Near Eastern origins through its contemporary history and culture in Israel and the diaspora
communities around the world. It is a secular, academic program with diverse, cross-cultural emphases.

Courses
Modern Israeli Literature and Jewish
Modern Israeli Culture
Jewish Issues in Western Music
Jews Among the Greeks & Romans
Sects and Texts

HeritageThe Re/lnvention of the Jewish Bible
Gender and Identity in Jewish Experience
Anti-Semitism in the Ancient World
The Making of American Jews

Faculty
Department Chair: Ronald Kiener
Samuel D Kassow
Jonathan Elukin
Seth L. Sanders
Martha K Risser
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Levana Palate
Mark R Silk

Gary Reger
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•
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The Department of Language and Culture Studies offers students a wide variety of opportunities for communication and
intellectual stimulation beyond the typical classroom setting. The one-on-one relationships that develop between student and
professor, between student and student, and between student and other speakers of foreign languages are benchmarks of the
program and an enduring source of personal and professional satisfaction. Student clubs feature practical exposure to foreign
languages in a fun and relaxed atmosphere. Trinity has majors in seven principal modem languages - Chinese, French, German,
Italian, Japanese, Russian, and Spanish- as well as studies in Arabic and Hebrew. Our distinguished faculty provides
instruction at all levels, from elementary classes to advanced courses in literature and other cultural aspects of the chosen
language. The curriculum in Language and Culture Studies is not limited to courses in language, but also includes a rich array
of classes, taught in English, focusing on topics such as the civilization and literary traditions of foreign cultures.

Courses
Arabic Chinese
French
German
Modern Hebrew
Spanish
Intro Linguistics & Lab
Introduction to Cultural Analysis
St Petersburg:Russian Culture Cancion
Mafia
German for Reading Knowledge
Spanish for Heritage Students African Novelists: Voices
Food in Italian History, Society, and Art

Italian
Japanese
Portuguese
Russian
Foundations of Literary and Cultural Analysis
Iberian and Latin American Film and Conversation
The Qur'an as Literature
Hong Kong Films and Literature
The 18th Century in Literature/Film/Music

Faculty
Department Chair: Johannes Evelein
John Alcorn
Carol J. Any
Felice Italo Beneduce
Moises Castillo
Isabel Evelein
Laura C. Flores Anne C. Gebelein
Julia Goesser
T.M. Humphries Jean-Marc Kehres Katherine Lahti
Anne Lambright
Shaozhong Ma Atsuko Miyazaki Rafael Osuna-Montanez Giuliana Palma
Gustavo Remedi Peter Rosenbaum Natalya Y. Samokhina Michael B. Schuh
AoWang

Dario Del Puppo
Thomas S Harrington
Sonia M Lee
M. Silvina Persino
King-Fai Tam

Shadee M. Elmasry
Karen L Humphreys
NaoganMa
Levana Polate
Rieko Wagoner
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The Department of Mathematics at Trinity is committed to providing a superior education in mathematics
within the context of a liberal arts college. The quality and scope of the curriculum in mathematics at Trinity
are comparable to those available to undergraduates at larger colleges and universities, and faculty are
dedicated to providing the individual attention necessary to ensure that each student - regardless of major has ample opportunities for intellectual growth. In particular, students who major in mathematics can avail
themselves of a wide range of regularly offered courses and can also take advantage of department members•
willingness to supervise independent studies and tutorials in various areas of mutual interest.
Courses
Statistics
Calculus
Mathematics for the 21st Century
Cityscape: Analyzing Urban Data
Judgment & Decision Making
Mathematics of Equity

Faculty
Department Chair:
Lynette Boos
David Mauro
William J. Sarmuk

David Cruz-Uribe
Philip S Brown Jr.
Michael J. Panik
Melanie Stein

Probability
Analysis
Earth Algebra: Modeling Our Environment
Mathematics of Games and Gambling
Mathematics of Patterns
Math in Art and Architecture
Functions and Limits
Mathematics of Finance

John P Georges
David A Robbins
Lisa T. Hollman

Vasil Stanev Gochev
Paula A Russo
Nancy J Wyshinski

•
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Mary Sandoval
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Trinity College•s Music Department is a place to make music and to learn about it; to practice, perform, study,
and create. The teachers in the department have made this an environment where making music, thinking and
talking about music, and understanding music are taken seriously; and a place where commitment to high
standards is matched by a concern for developing the talents of each individual student. As a group, Trinity•s
Music faculty offer their students a curriculum designed to foster a comprehensive understanding of both the
theoretical and practical aspects of music in all its forms- Western and non-Western alike. Course offerings
range from performance to academic classes, from Medieval music to modern sounds, from Beethoven to rap
to samba. Students majoring in Music at Trinity are required to complete courses in music theory, history of
western music, and world music; a guided elective chosen from one of three special topic areas; an advanced
course at the 400 level; three elective courses; and musical performance.
Courses
Basic Musicianship
Trinity College Choir
Concert Choir
Instrumental Ensemble
Jazz Ensemble
Samba Ensemble
World Music
Women in Music
Music of Black America
American Popular Music
The Birth of Modernism
Music, Gender, & Society
Beethoven: His Life and Music Jazz: 1900 to the Present
Song and Songwriting
World Music Ensemble: Javanese Gamelan
Italian Music of the Renaissance and Baroque
Diatonic Harmonic Practice
Conducting and Orchestration
Faculty
Department Chair: Gail H Woldu
Kristopher D. Allen
Nancy A Curran
Gerald Meshell
John Platoff

EricA. Galm
Dan Roman

Douglas B Johnson
John Rose

Christine Melson

USIC
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Neuroscience is a broad, multidisciplinary field concerned with the nervous system, its components, and
functional activities, including behavior and consciousness. How do nerve cells function and develop, and how
do they communicate? How do brains work, and how have they evolved? What is the nature of
consciousness, and the neural basis for behaviors and for human brain dysfunction? These are among the
many questions being answered by contemporary neuroscience. Neuroscience at Trinity involves faculty from
the Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Engineering, Philosophy, and Psychology. The major is designed to
give students a fundamental grounding in the sciences, and the flexibility to direct their studies towards
biological, behavioral, and cognitive aspects of neuroscience. A major in Neuroscience can lead to a career in
scientific research, the health professions, education, business, law, or government. The Trinity major also
prepares students for further study in graduate school and medical school.

Courses
The Brain
Psychobiology
Neurophysiology

Nervous Connections
Principles of Neuroscience
Clinical Neuroanatomy
Fundamental Neuroanatomy Current Issues in Neuroscience
Neurochemistry
Cellular and Molecular Neurobiology
Chemistry of Neurodegenerative Diseases

Faculty
Department Chair: Sarah A Raskin
Robert S. Astur
Chris Swart
J. Harry Blaise
Joseph D Bronzino
Hebe M Guardiola-Diaz Dan Lloyd

8

David N. Ruskin
William H Church
William M. Mace

Daniel G Blackburn
Kent D Dunlap
Susan A. Masino
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According to the presocratic philosopher, Thales, widely regarded as the first philospher, liThe most difficult
thing in the world is to know thyself. II That recognition and challenge has inspired philosopher throughout the
history of philsophy to pursue that most difficult of challenges, self-knowledge. It is no exaggeration to say
that the history of philosophy has been informed by that challenge. Not surprisingly, widely different,
sometimes even incompatible responses have been offered to that challenge by the greatest philosophers.
To understand both the profound plausibility and the great difficulty of some of those responses is the beginning
of our own quest for self-knowledge. That is why at the Philosophy Department at Trinity strongly emphasizes
the history of philosophy as the beginning - but only the beginning - of a philosophic education.

Courses:
lntro. to Political Philosophy

Symbolic Logic

Persons & Sexes

Existentialism

Prostitution & Pornography

Business Ethics

American Philosophy

African Philosophy

Jewish Mysticism

Philosophy of Sports

Theory of Knowledge

Concepts of Madness

Faculty
Department Chair: Dan Lloyd
W. Miller Brown

Drew W. Hyland

Beth Krancberg

Donna-Dale Marcano

Natalie Nenadic

Todd Ryan

Gregory Smith

Maurice L. Wade

Erik Vogt
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SICS

Have you ever wondered why, when you clap your hands in a tunnel, the sound echoes the way it does?
Have you noticed how cars in the movies explode in the most improbable, seemingly incombustible
situations? Christopher R. Koning '02 says he can't help being curious about such things. And ever since he
became a Trinity physics major, he has been happily learning the theories, gaining the hands-on laboratory
experience, and developing the analytical tools to, as he puts it, .. figure out how stuff works ... Using such
tools as analyzers of nuclear decay, lasers, and powerful microscopes that operate on the atomic scale, the
physics department at Trinity shows students that, in the words of Professor of Physics Mark P. Silverman,
.. the universe is comprehensible and worth comprehending ...

Courses
Principles of Physics
Stars & Galaxies
Frontiers of Physics

Environmental Physics
Mechanics & Heat
Geophysics

Relativity & Quantum Physics Optics & Modern Physics
Statistical Physics
Energy & Society
Mathematical Methods of Physics

Faculty
Department Chair: Mark P Silverman
Matthew A. Bailey
David Branning
Mark Shapiro
Barbara Walden
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Christoph Geiss
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At Trinity, the study of Political Science is much more than an academic window into the distant forces that
shape our world. Here, Political Science is infused with the vitality inherent in three-dimensional study and
firsthand experience. Trinity's faculty encourage and advise students across the disciplines, and the Political
Science curriculum is designed to provide majors with the larger context - an understanding of the
complexities that mark life on this planet. Integral to this vision is an appreciation for the evolution of political
ideas that have molded human events, institutions, and systems; the sources of conflict among local,
national, and international groups; and the political techniques employed to resolve such conflicts. Key to
gaining that appreciation is a strong grasp of the three areas the Department defines as subfields: American
Government and Politics; Comparative and International Politics; and Political Theory.

Courses
American National Government
Political Philosophy
Politics and Film
Politics of Developing Countries

Comparative Politics
Formal Organizations
Urban Politics
World Poverty

Intra. to International Relations
Separation of Church & State
Politics & The Internet
International Law

Faculty
Department Chair: Kevin J. McMahon
James R. Bourbeau
Sonia Cardenas
Diana Evans
Andrew Flibbert
Anthony M. Messina
Daria I. Novak
Gregory Smith
Patricia Thornton

Sonali Chakravarti
Michael Fotos
David A. Rezvani
Kelly Wurtz

Stefanie Chambers
Daniel T. Kirsch
Brigitte H Schulz

Anthony D. Deii.Aera
Clyde D McKee Jr.
Kimberly K. Sims
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Because Trinity College•s Psychology Department is large enough to offer its students a wide range of courses
- from psychobiology to clinical psychology - yet small enough to allow undergraduates to pursue their own
research interests. The Department•s outstanding faculty take full advantage of Trinity•s location in a capital city
by encouraging internships in the many businesses, health care institutions, or government agencies to which
Greater Hartford is home. It is just such experience - in combination with a strong liberal arts education - that
prepares Trinity psychology majors for a variety of future paths, from counseling youths, teaching psychology
at the college level, managing a research project on early childhood, to directing the patient relations
department of a major teaching hospital.
Courses
Intra Cognitive Science
Artificial Intelligence
Drugs and Behavior
Psychology of Aging
Achieving Quality and Integrated Education
Psychology of Human Sexuality
Psychosocial Perspectives of Asian Americans
Faculty
Department Chair: William M. Mace
Dina L. Anselmi
Susan Averna
Karl F. Haberlandt
Laura J. Holt
Daniel R. McGrath
Miguel A. Moreno

Health Psychology
Adolescent Psychology
Perception
Social Psychology Laboratory
Learning and Memory Laboratory
Stereotypes, Prejudice, and Discrimination
Neuropsychopharmacology

Jaimie L. Burns
Randolph M Lee
Sarah A. Raskin

Janet Chang
William C. Loftus
David A. Reuman
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Barbara L Chapman
Susan A. Masino

The Public Policy and Law major is an interdisciplinary program in which students learn and practice methods
and modes of thinking required to understand and become actively engaged in the analysis of legal and public
policy issues. Grounded in the liberal arts, the program provides students with the tools of analysis in social
science, law, and the humanities needed to understand the substance of public policy concerns. Trinity College
is a particularly appropriate place to study public policy and law because students have ready access to state,
regional and local governments, as well as to lobbyists and numerous non-profit and advocacy organizations
involved in the making of law and policy.

Courses
Introduction to Law
Judgment & Decision Making
American Public Policy
Art and the Public Good
Media & Public Policy Public Economics
American Legal History
Law & Environment Policy
Privacy, Property, and Freedom in the Internet Age
Culture and National Security
Pandemics, Public Health Law, and Public Policy
Secularism and the Problem of Authority
Affirmative Action, Reverse Descrimination, and the Supreme Court

Faculty
Department Chair: Adrienne Fulco
Saundra K.B. Esquire
Michael R. Bangser
Raymond A. Grasso
James J. Hughes
Barry R. Schaller
Thomas P. Smith
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Russell L. Brenneman
Ariela Keysar
Barry K. Stevens
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Edward Cabot
Barry A. Kosmin

Michael Fotos
Mark Miller
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As a student of Religion at Trinity, you learn to develop and exercise a respectful and open attitude toward a
variety of beliefs and practices among the peoples of the world. You are challenged to learn critical thinking in
order to separate the .. wheat from the chaff, .. the substance from the superficial, not only in the discipline itself,
but in all of life•s endeavors. You study many religious persuasions; Tibetan Buddhists, Swiss Calvinists,
French Catholics, Irani Muslims, while maintaining an enlightened balance between understanding and
acceptance. Religion as a major engages you in studies of history, literature, philosophy, science and
economics.
Courses
Jewish Tradition
Biblical Tradition
Sanskrit Tutorial
The Asian Mystic
The Religion of Islam
Hinduism
Roman Catholicism
Eastern Orthodox Tradition
Religion & Public Life
The Survival of God
Conflict & Belief
The Apocrypha
Atheism & the Eclipse of Religion
Myth, Rite, and Sacrament
Jounrey to Heaven & Hell
Magic, Possession, and Spiritual Healing
Religion & Social Change in the Modern Middle East
Faculty
Department Chair: Frank Kirkpatrick
Leslie G. Desmangles
Gary Dorrien
Seth L. Sanders
Mark R. Silk
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Ellison Banks Findly
Andrew H. Walsh

Ronald Kiener
Homayra Ziad
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Sociology, broadly defined, is the .. study of social life, social change, and the social causes and consequences
of human behavior. Sociologists investigate the structure of groups, organizations, and societies, and how
people interact within these contexts ... Trinity students are attracted to Sociology for all kinds of reasons. A
curiosity about how society works or a concern about social issues will bring a student to the major. Taking
one of the Department's introductory-level courses on a topic such as the family, social problems, race and
ethnicity, or world population often leads a student to pursue further study in Sociology. The desire to work
with people, families, community organizations, or societal institutions often prompts students to major in
Sociology. Wherever they go and whatever they do, Trinity Sociology majors share common strengths: the
ability to organize and interpret data, and the ability to analyze human behavior and social structures processes fundamental to success in virtually every life pursuit.
Courses
World Ethnography
Sociology of the Indian City
Sociology of Health & Illness Doing Sociological Field Work
Family and Society
Social Class and Mobility
Urban Sociology
Society, State, and Power
Research Methods in the Social Sciences

Faculty
Department Chair: Stephen M. Valocchi
Xiangming Chen
Monica Hardesty
Charles C. Lemert
Theresa Morris

Social Problems in American Society
The Sociology of Globalization
Reproduction, Birth, and Power
Corporations and Communities

Lucy A. Hurston
Michael P. Sacks

Alta Lash
Johnny E. Williams
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Trinity's Studio Arts Program offers a rich and diverse studio art curriculum within a liberal arts environment.
Courses are well defined and rigorous, with emphasis on personal growth and introspection, as well as the
development of technical mastery through experimentation and innovation. The Program equips majors with
substantial expertise in the primary media, the ability to identify and define content, and a solid grounding in
the history of art. Trinity's Studio Arts majors receive the training and inspiration necessary to enhance their
future educational and professional endeavors. Trinity's Studio Arts facilities allow students to explore new
technologies as well as classical media. As they advance through the major, students work in their own
studio space. The Broad Street Gallery serves as a venue for student exhibits as well as Senior Thesis
exhibitions and gives students hands-on experience with preparing and mounting professional art
exhibitions. Graduating Trinity Studio Arts majors may apply for the Fifth Year Fellowship. Fifth Year Fellows
receive a stipend and remain at Trinity during the academic year following graduation. During that period,
they manage the Broad Street Gallery, serve as mentors to other Studio Arts students, and assist the Fine
Arts technician. They are provided with a studio space on campus and are encouraged to build up a
consistent body of work beyond their senior thesis and to apply to graduate school.
Courses
Design
Drawing
Digital Documentary

Painting
Sculpture
Independent Study
Tutorial

Faculty
Department Chair: Patricia Tillman
George E. Chaplin
Joseph R. Byrne
Jocelyn Schneider Faye
Jeffrey R. Faye
Scott Reeds
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Printmaking
Photography
Thesis in Studio Arts

Pablo Delano
Devin Dougherty
Robert J Kirschbaum Nathan Margalit

rts

Students in the Theater and Dance Department at Trinity experience what it means to be a performing artist
engaged in creative work in both the studio and on the stage. Our innovative cross-disciplinary curriculum
integrates theater and dance and explores contemporary directions in performance. The curriculum links the
study and practice of the individual disciplines of theater and dance as well as exposes students to the
history, theory and philosophy of performance. Students have an opportunity to engage in a diverse range of
performance opportunities and to take advantage of the artistic resources of the city of Hartford and beyond.
Students are encouraged to investigate the ways in which performance relates to other arts disciplines and to
history, philosophy, religion, science, technology and more. Theater and Dance at Trinity is an opportunity to
discover the connection between you the artist and the world around you.

Courses
Basic Acting
Elements of Movement
Improvisation
Production Tech
Costume Design
Writing for Film
Dance History
Shakespeare
Theatrical Performance & Critical Values

Ballet
Theatrical Performance
Narrative & Performance
Indian Dance
Politics & Performance
Playwrits Workshop
20th Century European Drama Dance & Music
Theater of the Americas

Faculty
Department Chair: Judy Dworin & Lesley J. Farlow
Rachna R. Agrawal
Michael C. Burke Jr.
Lorelei L. Chang
Michelle Hendrick
Barbara Karger
Vivian P. Lamb
Mitchell A. Polin
Katharine G. Power
Michael Preston

Kathy B. Gersten
James M. Latzel
Abdoulaye Sylla

Elisa R Griego
Lisa Matias
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The program in Women, Gender, and Sexuality takes gender and sexuality as its critical terms of inquiry,
exploring them as social constructs and analyzing their impact on the traditional disciplines. The program
draws on the liberal arts and sciences to examine a wide range of topics relating to gender and sexuality,
including women•s varied experiences in different historical periods and cultures, as well as their contributions
to culture in all its forms; the relationship among sex, gender, and sexuality; lesbian, gay, and transgender
subcultures, and their histories and politics; and the institutional and discursive regulation of gender and
sexuality. Recognizing that gender and sexuality cut across most fields of knowledge and that race, class, and
nation are crucial components of gender and sexual identities, the program has both an interdisciplinary and
cross-cultural focus.
Courses
Sex Gender and Power
Homosexuality & Hollywood Film
History of Sexuality
Drink & Disorder in America
American Women Artists & Cold War Culture Feminist Economics
Women in Sports
Gender & Education
Sexual Orientation & the Law
Western Feminist Thought
Contempory Black Women Writers
Gender & Multiculturalism in Trinidad and Tobago
Faculty
Department Chair: Robert J Corber
Janet L Bauer
Adrienne Fulco
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Joan D Hedrick
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Where iS ~our favorite
place to eat
off campus
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do the most
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favorite partiJ
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What ¥4aS 'JOUr
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who is IJOUr
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hardest class
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Housing Crisis
The housing market hit crisis
status in 2008. With the rise
in unemployment, one in
I0 homeowners was at
least one payment
behind on their
, mortgage or in
foreclosure. Nationwide,
median home prices fell
~;;;;;==~~~=, more than II percent to
,' $183,000-the largest
year-over-year drop on
record since 1968.

Americans Ditch Cars
With a recession in full swing and
commuters concerned about record gas
prices, drivers traded their cars for bikes.
The Federal Highway Administration
reported that Americans drove 9.6 billion
fewer miles over the previous year. With
consumers buying fewer cars, the big
three American automakers felt the pinch.
Seeking relief, they asked for and
received a $13.4 billion piece of the
federal bailout originally intended for
Wall Street.

Billion-dollar
Bailout

'
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The U.S. Senate
I
sparked intense debate II
I
when it approved a
''
$700 billion plan to
'\ \
rescue Wall Street. The
bailout came in response
to months of retail sales
decline, home foreclosures and
record drops in the stock market
(dropping 777 points on September
29). Worldwide $30.1 trillion of global
stock market value was lost.

Hurricane
Ike Hits
Texas
Thousands
of
residents
evacuated
coastal and
inland areas
of Texas in preparation for Hurricane Ike,
which turned out to be the third most
destructive hurricane ever to hit the U.S. The
early evacuation efforts (put in place after
Hurricane Katrina) undoubtedly saved
thousands of lives.

Energy Independence
The U.S. Congress agreed with President Bush's decision
to lift the almost
20-year ban on
offshore drilling
operations. The
high price of
crude oil as
well as the
strategic
importance of
energy
independence
led to the

U.S. Troops
After more than five years of war, plans to
reduce the presence of U.S. troops in Iraq
were moved forward. Anew agreement
between U.S. and Iraqi officials was ratified,
outlining the withdrawal of U.S. troops by
20 II. At the same time, in Afghanistan there
were 31,000 U.S. troops, and that number is
expected to double in 2009.

Cleared for Takeoff
It's official-Delta bought Northwest
Airlines for $3.1 billion, creating the
world's largest airline. The combined new
airline now serves more than 390
destinations in 67 countries. It is expected
to generate about $35 billion in yearly
revenue and employ 75,000 people.

Winning against Cancer
New diagnoses and deaths from cancer both
fell for the first time in the U.S. according
to the National Cancer Institute's 2008
report. The overall death rates fell for the
most common cancers, dropping .08 percent
annually from 1999 to 2005 for both men
and women. While overall cancer rates
decreased, lung cancer remains a concern in
the Midwest and the South. Both areas have
yet to adopt anti-smoking laws that ban
smoking in public places or to increase
taxes on cigarettes.

Crisis in Gaza
The long-standing conflict in Gaza
rose to war when hundreds of
civilians lost their lives and thousands
were injured in airstrikes and mortar
shell attacks waged separately by the
Israeli military and Hamas militant
groups. Hamas is listed as a terrorist
organization by the U.S. and many
other Western nations. In January 2009,
Israel withdrew its troops and the Hamas groups declared a
cease-fire, ending the three-week war; however tensions between
the two sides remain high.
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Obama Elected 44th President
In a historic moment, 47-year-old Barack Obama, a freshman
senator from Illinois, became America's first African-American
president In addition to shattering 200 years of history, he
became the fifth youngest president ever when he was sworn in to
office on January 20, 2009. In his inauguration speech, President
Obama delivered a message of bipartisan hope and expectation to a
crowd of over one million people in Washington D.C. and to millions
more via television and the Internet
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Cease Fire
Following a short yet destabilizing
conflict, the governments of Georgia
and Russia signed a U.S. brokered
cease-fire, which required all Russian
troops to withdraw to their preinvasion positions. The invasion was in
response to Georgian suppression of
Russian supported separatist rebels in
the breakaway region of South Ossetia.

Mumbai Targeted
Over three days in November,
India's city of Mumbai was attacked
by terrorists, allegedly backed by a
Pakistani-based Islamic militant
group. Over 160 people lost
their lives in the planned
attack which targeted India's
financial center.
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Earthquake Rocks China
A7. 9 magnitude earthquake rocked southwest
China leaving 4.8 million people homeless. More
than 60,000 people were injured while over
20,000 people lost their lives. To help rebuild
the livelihoods, schools and basic services the
area needs, several United Nations agencies
have set up continuing operations in China.
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Prepared for Landing
In January 2009, US Airways' Pilot
C.B. "Sully" Sullenberger prepared for
impact less than 90 seconds after
taking off from LaGuardia
International Airport in New York, as
Flight 1549's engines went out after
hitting a flock of birds. The pilot
decided the safest place to land was
in the icy waters of the Hudson River.
Pilot Sullenberger's skill and quick
response saved the lives of all
155 passengers.

$50 Billion Fraud
The former chairman of the Nasdaq Stock
Market, Bernard Madoff, was charged with
running a $50 billion Ponzi scheme, in one of
the biggest fraud cases in history. Madoff could
face 20 years in prison and a $5 million fine
if convicted. Madoffs actions may have cost
some of the largest financial firms in the world
hundreds of millions of dollars each.
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Goodnight Nighthawk
After three decades of exemplary service as the first
aircraft in history to successfully make use of stealth
technology, the F-117 Nighthawk was retired at a private
military ceremony. The "Stealth" gained notoriety through
now famous camera footage of its precision performance in
Desert Storm in the early 1990s.
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Adventurer to the End
Almost 13 months after adventurer Steve
Fossett disappeared in a single-engine plane
over Nevada and a year to the day since
the search was called off, hikers found his
airplane and remains in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. Fosset holds many world records
including being the first person to fly solo
nonstop around the world in a hot air
balloon.

I. What is the name of the President's
office?

a. Square Office
c. Circular Office

©IIIEI KATO/Reuttn/landOY

b. Oval Office
d. Presidential Office

Myanmar
Devastation
Amassive cyclone hit the
small country of
Myanmar in May 2008,
tallying an eventual
death toll of over
I00,000 people. The
military government of
Myanmar initially
refused foreign aid and
asserted that it could
handle all relief and rescue
efforts. According to International
Red Cross reports, the lack of immediate
international support most likely cost thousands of lives.

3. Which state has yielded the most
U.S. Presidents?

a. Illinois
c. New York

b. Texas
d. Virginia

2. The President often flies on a plane
provided by the Air Force. What is the
name of the plane?
a. Whitehouse Air b. President's Plane

c. Air Force One

d. U.S. Force One
p'£
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Kennedy Diagnosed with
Cancer

------

Peanut Butter
Recall

I

I
I
I

Senator Edward "Ted" Kennedy
An outbreak of salmonella
was diagnosed with a malignant traced to tainted peanut
tumor after suffering a seizure. butter products prompted
The tumor was located in the President Obama to order a
76-year-old politician's left
complete review of the U.S.
parietal lobe, near the top of Food and Drug Administration
his brain. Recommended
process. The contaminated
treatment included a
products sickened 529 people in
combination of radiation,
43 states and may have led to the
chemotherapy and surgery to
deaths of nine people. King Nut, the
remove as much of the tumor as could company charged with distributing the
be safely done without harming the senator.
products filed Chapter 7 bankruptcy.

Ivory Legally for Sale
For the second time in nearly two
decades, ivory was offered for sale legally.
According to the watchdog group CITES,
the United Nations-approved ivory sales
will be followed by a resting period of
nine years to safeguard elephant stocks.
The group reported that the elephant
population has increased in recent years
and the animal is no longer threatened
with extinction. The amount of ivory for
sale was equal to the yield from I0,000
or more elephants.

Smart
Ride

Torch Relay Ignites Protest

Thousands of protesters turned out after the Olympic
Washington torch flame arrived in San Francisco, waving flags and
rolled out signs with sayings like "No human rights, no Olympics."
Protestors cited
America's
China's actions on
first
Tibet, its policies
high-tech
in Darfur and
bikehuman rights
sharing
violations
against
program this
-~Fi'i··~~~~ Chinese citizens.
year. SmartBikes come with key-card locking
Around the world,
systems and tracking devices to prevent theft.
similar
protests
Denver and Minneapolis launched bike-sharing
delayed
the
programs in the summer, with Chicago, San
torch's
progress.
Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Oregon and Arlington,
Virginia making plans for the near future.

Clinton Endorses Obama
After 17 months of campaigning against him,
Senator Hillary Clinton officially conceded
victory to Barack Obama. Clinton repeatedly
called on her supporters to unite behind her
former opponent. Even though her campaign
was not successful, Senator Clinton paved the
way for a woman to win the White House in
the future.

Dam in Grand Canyon Bursts
In August 2008, a remote dam in the Grand Canyon
region burst, leading to the evacuation of hundreds
of residents, campers and visitors. The waterlogged
dam burst after a torrential rain accumulated eight
inches in two days. The flooding waters poured into
Cataract and Supai Canyon, washing out some hiking
trails and footbridges.

China Tackles Quake Lakes
In the aftermath of China's massive
earthquake, as many as 35 "quake lakes"
were formed, threatening to flood
surrounding villages. In an attempt to drain
the lakes, Chinese troops deployed tons of
earth-moving equipment and explosives to
clear debris and create a spillway to relieve
water pressure. Just one of the so-called
quake lakes held nearly 130 million cubic
meters, equal to about 50,000 Olympic-size
swimming pools.

Space
Travel
Traveling to
space is a
childhood
dream for
many people
and soon they
could achieve it. 1
Virgin Galactic,
owned by billionaire Richard Branson, unveiled plans for their
suborbital spaceliner. Test flights began in the summer of 2008.
Tickets are being offered for an initial price of $200,000.
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In the Doghouse
lillys, a 70-pound pit bul, went for a joy ride that started and
ended at an Oklahoma car wash when he was left alone in a car
and accidental~ slipped it into nvene. After aossing the highway and
hitting a 01rb, the car turned and circled back to the car wash. The
dog couldn't quite reach the brakes and aashed into the side of the
building. No one was injured and the police officer on the scene let the
bewildered dog off with a warning.

"

Medal of Honor

Russian Blue Wins

Army Master Sgt. Woodrow "Woody"
Keeble was awarded the Medal of
Honor nearly 26 years after his
death for his heroic efforts during
the Korean War. Keeble was the first
full-blooded Sioux Indian to receive
the honor and the IOth person to
receive the medal from President
Bush. Keeble's family, fellow soldiers,
tribal members and four U.S.
senators lobbied for years to
approve the nomination.

A 1.5-year-old Russian Blue cat
named Blade Runner won Best in
Show at the CFA-Iams Cat
Championship in New York. Over
248 cats in 41 breeds competed
for various honors throughout
the event. Blade Runner
became the first Russian Blue
to win the title.

,,
I

Extreme Thin Outlawed

I

French lawmakers presented a bill banning the
glamorization of extreme thinness. The bill
recommends fines of up to $71 ,000 and three
years in prison for people or businesses that
promote extreme thinness. If the bill passes,
the law would be the strongest of its kind
anywhere in the world.

Hands On
The American Heart Association announced
that the "hands on" CPR method works
just as well as the mouth-to-mouth
technique in most cases of cardiac arrest.
The announcement will hopefully
encourage hesitant bystanders to step
forward to provide life-saving CPR in
critical situations.
,,

Fishy Business
Beth Nudelman quickly notified officials
of their mistake when she received
voter registration material for her
deceased goldfish, Princess. The
paperwork sent to "Princess Nudelman"
likely came from the Women's Voices,
Women Vote project, which sent nearly
I million mailings to Illinois
households using a list that mistakenly
included pets.

...... ... -

Arecent study suggests that people view others more
positively when they're holding something warm, like a cup
of coffee or cocoa. The experimenters suggest that the
connection between heat and emotion is a result of early
associations in childhood.
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Pirates Hijack Tankers

'

In the largest modern-day case of piracy on the high seas, pirates
seized a massive Saudi-owned oil supertanker loaded with crude
oil and carrying 25 crew
members off the Kenyan
coast. The hijacking
was one of several
attacks this year ,'
.
I
by Somah
,'
pirates seeking ,'
ransoms. After
taking over the
vessel, the
pirates took it
to a Somali port '
that has become a
haven for bandits and
seized ships.
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Smoking Genes
Scientists identified genetic
variations that raise the risk
of lung cancer in smokers.
The research also revealed
evidence to suggest that
these variations could
make carriers more addicted
to tobacco.

I. A third party candidate won the
presidential election in 1984.
True or False
2. How many electoral votes are
necessary to win the presidential
election?
a. 270
c. 1776

b. 51
d. 102

Warm the Heart

3. Your right to vote can be taken away.
True or False

Planet Earth
Bird,
Mammal
or Reptile?
One of the most
curious animals on the
planet, the platypus, has a
duck's bill, mammal fur and snake-like venom. Scientists
mapped its genetic makeup, which indicates that this
strange looking creature is, in fact, a little bit of all
three--bird, mammal and reptile.

Trash to Gas

Shipwreck Treasure

The high price of gas in 2008 put a spotlight on
the study of alternative fuel sources. In America, at
the University of California at Davis, engineers
repurposed table scraps into bio-gas. In similar
studies in the United Kingdom and japan, jellyfish,
spoiled milk and confectionary waste were all
given new life as alternative fuel sources.

Geologists searching for diamonds off the coast
of Africa discovered a treasure far more
rare-a shipwreck loaded with gold and silver
coins, as well as ivory and cannons used to
fend off pirates. The ship is thought to be
around 500 years old, dating back to the time
of Vasco de Gama and Christopher Columbus.

In the future, farms could rise straight into the
air resembling skyscrapers instead of sprawling
acres of land. "Vertical" farming presents many
advantages over traditional farming, mainly
growing more food on less land. Currently, it
takes a plot of land as large as Virginia to grow
enough food for approximately 8 million people.

Tejon Ranch Protected
Conservationists and developers in California reached a historic agreement that will
permanently protect the Tejon Ranch, 240,000 acres of land just north of los
Angeles. The newly protected area provides a critical habitat to many wildlife
species. The strong support for environmental conservation is a sign of the
times and will guarantee public access for generations to come.

Zero Pollution Motors, together with automaker MDI, plans to
produce an affordable, environmentally-friendly car powered by air.
While it won't run like a sports car, it can reach speeds of 35
miles per hour for 60 miles on a tank of compressed air, a
sufficient distance for 80 percent of consumers to commute to work
and run errands. On highways, it can cruise at interstate speeds for
800 miles with a small motor that compresses outside air to keep
the tank fueled. Vehicle sales are slated for 20 II .
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Quarter-Sized Slither

Colossal Carats

A U.S. scientist discovered the
world's tiniest species of snake,
measuring only four inches long, on
the island of Barbados in the
Caribbean. Out of 3,100 known
snake species, the newly named
Zootaxa snake is so small it can
curl up to the size of a quarter.

Apotentially record-breaking diamond,
totalling 478 carats, was found in the
small southern African country of
Lesotho. Although not the largest
diamond found to date, this particular
stone is valued for having the
highest possible color rating for a
white diamond and its potential to
produce a polished stone of over
I00 carats-now that's a rock!

Super Earth Planets
Discovered
Astronomers cliscwered 4S ...,., latdr
planets. incliatine that Olf'thircl .t II
stars have a solar system ia ertit wiih
planets similar t1 Ed in rSile Don't llll
out for ciiiJ .... - dltst ~ •
close to their scm {naeasuril& . .
~res

Around the globe. evidence of climate change continued
to make news.
In 2008, a 160-square mile chunk of Antarctic iceseven times bigger than Manhattan-broke away,
placing more glacial ice at risk.
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and cannot haiW life.

Find at Ferry
Farm

Elusive White Whale Spotted
Arare sighting of a white killer wWe ball
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Carbon dioxide is entering the atmosphere
at a faster rate than plants and oceans
can absorb it.

George Washington's
boyhood home was
discovered at Ferry Farm, along
the Rappahannock River near
Fredericksburg, Virginia. The exciting
find revealed many artifacts that
could have been used by Washington
while he lived on the farm from 1738-1754. Archaeologists were able to piece
together the home's structure, making it possible to
build a replica.

Solar Wind Source Found
With the help of images shot from the Hinode space
observatory, scientists pinpointed the source of the
stream of partides that make up slow solar
wind. Astronomers knew where fast solar
wind originated but knew little about slow
solar wind. Now scientists know that it
comes from the region above the Sun's
equator allowing them to better
understand the dynamics of space
weather and solar storms.

I. How much water can you save per day
by turning off the faucet while you
brush your teeth?
b. I00 gallons
a. 8 gallons
d. SO gallons
c. 20 gallons
2. If every household in the U.S. used
recycled paper towels, how many trees
would be saved each year?
a. I,000
b. 544,000
c. 200
d. 200,000

More than a million species
face extinction due to
climate change including
the polar bear, which in
May 2008 was officially
added to the list of

3. Over one million plastic bags are used
per minute worldwide.
True or False
.. ---------------------..

\,

Some scientists warn that
sea levels could rise as much
as 23 inches by the century's
end. Rises of just four inches
could flood many South Sea
Islands and swamp large parts of
Southeast Asia.

•
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Tech
Walk This Way

Discovering new ways to generate energy is a top priority. Kinesiologist
Max Donelan from Simon Fraser University invented a device that harvests
energy from the
simple and
routine act of
walking. The
3.5 lbs. device
wraps around
each knee
generating five
watts of
power--enough
to charge 10
cell phones.

Get a Life-Form
It's not what "they" will think of next. but
what garners will create in their own video
game experience. SporeTM, the new game by
Will Wright. the creator of SimCity and the
Sims, allows players to design their own unique
life-form and manage every aspect of its
progression through centuries.

Large Hadron
Collider
Scientists at the European
Organization for Nudear
Research developed the Large
Hadron Collider (LHQ that
smashes atom protons together
at 99.9999'!. of the speed of
light The $9 billion device allows
scientists to test physia theories and
better understand the nature of matter.
Unfortunate~, nine days after its debut, the
"atom smasher" suffered $21 million in damages
as the result of an electrical failure. Research is
~anned to resume after the repairs are completed.

Floating Ads

Let's Get Chumby

Computer Hears

Created by a company called Flogo, these new
floating advertisements can take the shape of
anything you want-from simple messages to
images of superheroes. The "clouds" are
made by combining soap-based foams with
lightweight gases such as helium. The
company uses re-purposed artificial snow
machines to
create the
floating ads
which last
30-40
minutes on
average and
don't pollute
the
environment.

The newest form of on-the-go
entertainment.
Chumby
connects
to your
wi-fi to
keep
you
up-todate on
your
favorite music,
podcasts, celebrity news, videos, games,
photos and more. Chumby technology
delivers your favorite parts of the
Internet. leaving the keyboard and
computer behind.

Dictation software is nothing new but Nuance's
Dragon® NaturallySpeaking® I0 is the first
program on the market that adjusts for the
different ways people speak. The program
recognizes eight accents including Australian,
British, Spanish and Southern United States and
understands
basic
: commands
such as
"italicize"
1
1
and
1
"search."
1 Now if it
I
: could only
do your
homework.

Back in the Swim of Things

Cuba Gets Wired

Superhuman Contacts

Pierre, a 25-year-old penguin at the
California Academy of Sciences, was losing his
feathers. Without waterproof feathers penguins
cannot survive the cold. An aquatic biologist
created
a wetsuit
for him
like the
ones
humans
wear
making it
possible for
him to join
his fullyfeathered
friends.
© California A'!!demy of lcienm

Desktop computers, a technology that is
considered a
necessity in
the U.S.,
became
available
to
Cuba's
public
market
for the
first time
ever. While few
could afford the QTech computers that cost
nearly $800, electronic stores throughout Cuba
drew crowds of excited onlookers.

Soon you may be able to use bionic contacts to zoom in
on distant objects, displaying useful facts about what
you see. These super-power lenses use tiny lightemitting-diodes (LEOs) powered by solar cells and a
radio frequency receiver to display images and
information in midair. The invention could prove
beneficial to drivers and pilots as well as video garners
by projecting directions and speed within their view,
eliminating the need for external screens.

Going Digital

Off the Chain

U.S. households prepared for television's final
transition from analog to digital. To help
consumers absorb the cost of a necessary
converter box. the government issued $40
vouchers. The Obama administration sought
support from Congress to postpone the
transition after the Commerce Department
reached its funding limit. The request was
passed by the Senate as consumers continued
to prepare for the digital switch.

Clean Keys
Seal Shield LLC introduced the world's first fully
submersible, dishwasher safe, antimicrobial, glowin-the-dark keyboard. The Silver Seal Flex"'
keyboards have the potential to reduce the risk
of getting sick from colds and other
communicable diseases.

No need to worry about pinching your finger
or getting your pants stuck in a bike
chain. Wisconsin-based Trek Bicycle
introduced two models of chainless
bikes that move using the same
technology as motorcycles and
snowmobiles. These bikes are low
maintenance, environmentally friendly
and light weight making them ideal for
city commuters.

Goodbye
Dentist
The Pulsell1 smartpen
developed by
Livescribe is the
latest "it" gadget
that transforms an
ordinary pen into a
digital tool. The high-tech
pen records what you hear or
say while writing, plays back your recordings and
provides visual cues on a tiny imbedded display screen.
The information can then be downloaded to your
computer for easy editing.

.-.

Drill

It won't get
you out of
your yearly
dental
checkups,
but the
dentist drill
could soon
be gone.
Scientists began development on a formula to allow teeth to
re-grow the crystals that make up dentin and enamel; materials
that make teeth the strongest element in the body.

One-hundred years ago the Ford Hodel T was
introduced. In the years to follow, vehicle technology
and innovation continued to evolve.
The Model T changed the face of transportation

when Henry Ford began using the conveyor belt for
production, making cars affordable for the masses.
Following in its footsteps came the "family utility"
vehicles, the station wagon (1947), mini van (1983)
and SUV (1990), accommodating the growing needs
of busy families.

You Play, i.play
Playgrounds in the U.K. are taking on a new look
with the i.play system. This breakthrough combines
interactive electronics with conventional playground
equipment. The system's intelligent design adjusts
according to a child's performance to keep them
engaged and moving.

Sitting on Cloud 9
Forget sandy beaches, the British have
a new way to relax: an acrylic
lounger that can hover in midair.
The gravity-defying chair developed
by Hoverit LTD works by repelling
magnetic forces producing the
sensation of floating on a cloud.

High-Tech Gift Cards
Retailers went high-tech with gift cards to
entice consumers. Best Buy created a card
with tiny speakers and a headphone jack
allowing users to listen to their favorite music,
while Target® introduced a 1.2 megapixel
camera gift card. Lucky recipients enjoyed two
gifts in one.

Design for a Cause
Dell unveiled an exclusive gallery of
artistic designs that consumers
may purchase to personalize
their laptop. With every sale,
Dell contributes $20 to
The Global Fund, a
charity helping AIDS

The world's first bionic hand was created by Touch Bionics. The
iLimb's revolutionary motorized fingers have the ability to grasp
narrow objects and the power to hold heavier objects like coffee cups,
giving users more independence.

Did you know? NASA celebrated its 50th birthday this year. What started in 1958 as a small laboratory with 80 employees is
now an agency with more than 17,000 people in I0 centers around the country.
I. NASA has focused its efforts on a return to
the moon, where they intend to _ _ __
a Someday build a sustainable long-term human presence
b. Return moon rocks from previous missions
c. Have a fashion show featuring newly designed space suits

3. Astronauts will soon be able to send and
receive emails while in space.
True or False

2. What is the name of the Galaxy in which
we live?
a. Andromeda
b. Milky Way
c. Galactose
d. Alpha Quadrant
iiOJ! ' [
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Hybrid technology emerged as

consumers demanded fuel
efficiency. Honda's Insight, the
first hybrid marketed in the
U.S. led the way for many
other top automakers to
develop their own line of
gas/electric vehicles.

In the Next I 00

Years, automakers plan
to push automotive
technology even farther by
promoting eco-chic cars,
electrically powered luxury
vehicles for drivers who
don't want to compromise
strong design for
environmental friendliness.

Double-dutch is now an official~
recognized sport in New York City high
schools. Ayear after cricket was inducted
as a varsity sport, school administrators
have added double-dutch as a way to
increase student participation in
competitive sports. Cycling. badminton
and netball are also being considered.

Ryan Sheckler, the X
Games' youngest street skateboarding
gold medalist at age 13 in 2003,
struck gold again at the 2008 Games.
Female skateboard champ, Elissa
Steamer, returned to claim her
fourth gold medal.

Steel-ing the Win
The Pittsburgh Steelers won a
record-setting sixth Super Bowl
title by defeating the Arizona
Cardinals. Agame-winning
touchdown in the final seconds
moved the score to 27-23,
giving the Steelers a tension
packed last-minute win.
Steelers' wide receiver Santonio
Holmes was named MVP.

Striking
Gold at the
X Games

1

~
Michael Phelps was the shining star of the 2008 Beijing Olympics,
winning eight gold medals, breaking Hark Spitz's record for most
gold medals won in a single Olympic Games. Phelps swam 17
times over nine days and broke the world record in four of his
five individual swims. His three relay teams also set world
records. Phelps' achievements led to Sports Illustrated naming him
2008 Sportsman of the Year plus numerous endorsements.

Silver Stars Shock-ed

Racing Victories
2008 was a year of surprises in car racing.
especially for Danica Patrick and jimmie Johnson.
Patrick was in the spodight. becoming the first
woman ever to win an Indy Car race. Johnson
won his third straight NASCAR Sprint title, making
him one of two drivers in NASCAR history to win
three championships in a row in the marquee
series. With his win, Johnson tied Cale
Yarborough's 30-year record.
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The Detroit Shock swept a three game series
over the San Antonio Silver Stars to win
their third WNBA title. Katie Smith, Detroit's
leading scorer in all three games, was
named Finals f1YP.
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Serena's Comeback
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Abackhand shot signaled tennis star Serena
Williams' return to glory. With her 6-4, 7-5
victory over jelena Jankovic at the US Open,
Williams regained the No. I world ranking, a
title she last held in 2003. The gap between
achieving No. I world rankings is the longest
in history for a woman or a man.

The Boston Celtics won their first NBA title in 22
years. In Game 6 of the playoffs they won with a
131-92 blowout over the Los Angeles Lakers. The
win was also the first for the "Big Three," Paul
Pierce, Kevin Garnett and Ray Allen.

lmmelman Grabs Green

Tiger Tamed

Trevor lmmelman overcame Tiger Woods and
Phil Mickelson with a score of 75 in the
final round to win the coveted green jacket
at the Masters in Augusta. Georgia. Yijay
Singh was the season's overall winner scoring
the most points and claiming the fedEx Cup
and its SI0 million prize.

Hole-in-One Times Five!

After winning the U.S. Open, golf legend Tiger Woods
announced that he had been playing with a leg
injury. Despite his injury, Tiger played 91 holes,
defeating Rocco ttecf~ate on the 19th hole of the
playoff. Woeds chose to end his season e~ to
treat his injury. The famous golfer has 65 victories;
ranking third of
all-time on die
PGATourwith
14 professional
majors,
making him
second only to
the record II
won by jack
Nicklaus.

Amateur golfer Curt
Hocker of central
Illinois hit five
hole-in-ones
in one week
at the El
Paso Golf
Club. The 22year-old, who
works in the club's
pro shop, has recorded seven
aces (five on par-4s) and two other
double eagles in the past year. Hocker,
along with his friends and family who
witnessed his strokes of luck, is mystified
by the repeat performances.

Celtics Win 17th NBA Title

Twentyyear-old
ji-Yai
Shin of
South
Korea
became the
first non-LPGA
member to win three
LPGA events with her win at the ADT
Championship, marking her II th worldwide
victory in 2008. The event was bittersweet for
women's golf legend Annika Sorenstam who
failed to make the cut in her last official
LPGA tournament before retirement.

Kickin'!

lympic

The U.S. Women's Soccer National
Team captured the Algarve Cup once
again, defeating Denmark 2-1 at
Municipal Stadium in Portugal. The
team went on to win the 2008
Peace Queen Cup with a 1-0 victory
over Canada. The victory marked
the second time the U.S. has
defeated Canada by a 1-0 score to
win the Peace Queen Cup.

MLS Cup Glory

'

For the first time in franchise history,
the Columbus Crew became Major
League Men's Soccer champions with a
3-1 win over the New York Red Bulls.
League MYP Guillermo Barros Schelotto
scored a Cup Final-record three assists
tD help deliver the championship in
on~ his second season.

I
In Augus~ 204 countries participated in the Summer
Olympic Games in Beijing, China and captured the attention
of a global audience.

Wimbledon Winner
' The lllnd Wimbledon Championship

I
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Run for the Roses
Big Brown won the I34th running
of the Kentucky Derby in a final
kick that gave him a 4 3/4-length
victory before a crowd of 157,770,
the second-largest in history.
With this win Big Brown became
the seventh undefeated Kentucky
Derby winner in history. The victory
celebration was edipsed
by a fatal injury to Eight Belles,
the second place winner.

conduded with a grand finale, when
Spain's Rafael Nadal brought down
fiVe-time champion Roger Federer in
the longest men's final in the history of
the All England aub. Nadal's victory
took four hours and 48 minutes of actual
playing time.

Opening Ceremony - At promptly 8 p.m. on the
eighth day of the eighth month of 2008 (eight is considered
one of the luckiest numbers in China) millions of people
around the world watched the opening ceremony. The
extravaganza was a mix of music, artistry and fireworks
showcasing China's national pride and 5,000 years of
tradition. The $300 million event with a cast of
14,000 raised the bar for future Olympics.

Science of Swimming
Speedo's LZR Racer, a new hightech one-piece swimsui~
, /'
molds a swimmer's body /
into an aerodynamic
,'
shape, potentially giving :
swimmers more
:I
buoyancy in the water.
Several swimmers,
including Michael Phelps,
debuted the suits at the
2008 Summer Olympics.

\

Dara Torres, 41, surprised everyone
when she returned to her fifth
Olympic Games with teammates
nearly half her age. Torres won
the silver medal in the SO
meter freestyle sprint final,
swimming a personal best of
24.07 seconds, but missing
the gold by just .0 I seconds.

Fantastic Phillies
After 25 years, the Philadelphia
Phillies' won the World Series
trophy. Despite a rain-delayed
game, they took down the
Tampa Bay Rays 4-3 in
' Game 5 to win their
second World Series title.
The team named Cole
, Hamels MVP. Hamels out
: pitched Scott Kazmir for
: a 3-2 win in the
I
: opener, then tossed six
: effective innings before
,' the delay, but never
,' pitched in the final game.
, Hamels finished 1-0 with
/ a 2.77 ERA in two World

t
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Red Wings Capture Cup
After a surprising loss in Game S, the Detroit
Red Wings made a triumphant comeback in
Game 6 of the 2008 Stanley Cup Finals,
winning 3-2 against the Pittsburgh Penguins.
The Stanley Cup win was the fourth for the
team in II seasons.

Bolt Sprints to Win
Jamaican born Usain Bolt took
the track by storm with three
record-setting runs which all
won him gold medals. Bolt now
boasts the title "Fastest Man
Alive," running the I00 meter
dash in 9.69 seconds.

owle ge

Did you know? The catchy jingle, "Take He Out to the Ball Game," written by jack Norworth, is 100 years old.
I. Which Major League Baseball player holds
the record for the most homeruns?
a. Alex Rodriguez
b. Babe Ruth
c. Barry Bonds
d. Hank Aaron
2. What is the most popular food to eat
at a baseball game 1
a. Pizza
b. Hot Dogs
c. Peanuts
d. Cracker jacks®

3. How many Major League Baseball
teams are there in the U.S.?
a. 30
b. 75
c. 15
d. 102
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Good as Gold

Chris Brown was the big winner
at the American Music Awards
taking home three awards
including Favorite Male
Pop/Rock Artist. Kayne
West, Rihanna and
Alicia Keys also
walked away with
multiple awards,
while newcomer
Taylor Swift was
awarded Favorite
Female Country Artist.

Battle of the Davids
David Cook and David Archuleta were the last
contestants standing in the 2008 American Idol
Finale. Cook won the seventh season of American
Idol, receiving 56 percent of the 97.5 million votes
cas~ beating Archuleta by a margin of 12 million.

,
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Juanes Sweeps Latin Grammys
The 2008 latin Grammy Awards was a night to
remember for Colombian rocker Juanes, who took
home five awards for Record of the Year, Album of
the Year, Song of the Year, Best Short Form Video
and Best Male Pop Vocal Album. Newcomer Kany
Garcia won Best New Artist and Best Female Pop
Vocal Album. Marc Anthony also walked away with
the Best Salsa Album award.

Chart-topper Mariah Carey
broke Elvis Presley's record for
No. I hits on the Billboard Hot
I00 with her 18th hit single,
making her second only to The
Beatles. The single that broke
The King's record comes from
her latest album E=HC1- a
follow up to her best-selling
Grammy-winning release, The

------------ ... , '
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Emancipation of Himi.
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Mariah Moves Up

HBO ruled the 60th Primetime Emmy Awards,
winning a record 13 Emmys for its hit mini-series
john Adams. The first Emmy for outstanding host
for a reality or reality-competition program was
awarded to jeff Probst of Survivor. The Daily
Show with jon Stewart prevailed as outstanding
comedy series and CBS's The Amazing Race was
named outstanding reality-competition programboth show's victories marked a record breaking
six straight wins.
I
I
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;

The uplifting film Slumdog ,'
11illionaire, presented
/
partly in Hindi, charmed /
1
the Golden Globes
·~~~~
1
judges, who awarded it : ...u'""""it¥Best Dramatic Picture. :I
The night's other big ~
winners included Kate 11
Winslet for Best Actress \\
in a Drama for
\
Revolutionary Road and \
Best Supporting Actress for \,
her role in The Reader. Mickey ' . . , ............
Rourke made a comeback in The
Wrestler winning Best Actor. The HBO
' ' ...........
television series john Adams picked up four awards ... -------- ....
while NBC's 30 Rock was named Best Comedy with its star and creator
Tina Fey picking up Best Actress in a Comedy and her cast mate Alec
Baldwin winning Best Actor in a Comedy.

John Adams Rules

I
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,
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Moon Man Madness

\
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The Video Music Awards gave out the famed moon man
trophy to the year's top video performers.
Chris Brown won Best Male Video for
With You and lil Wayne won Best
Hip-Hop Video for lollipop.
Britney Spears took home
three awards for her Piece of
He video winning Video of the
Year, Best Female Video and
Best Pop Video.

Black Entertainment
Television Awards
The 2008 BET Awards was a night of wins for
all-star entertainers like Missy Ellio~ who won
Best Female Hip-Hop Artist and Kanye West, who
took home Best Male HipHop Artist. UGK and
Outkast won Video of the
Year for International

Player's Anthem {I Choose
You). Heartthrob Chris
Brown snagged the Best
Male R&B Artist award and
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Gone Country

Five for Feist

George Strait took home four trophies from the
42nd annual Country Music Awards. To date he
has received 22 awards, an industry record.
Kenny Chesney picked up his fourth Entertainer
of the Year Award, and Brad Paisley won his
second Male Vocalist and fourth Music Video of
the Year Award for Waitin' on a Woman. The
night wasn't all about the guys. Carrie
Underwood, who also
. . . . . . became the newest
'', member of the
' \ Grand Ole
\ Opry, snagged
: her third
I
.
,' consecutive
,' Female
Vocalist of the

Singer/songwriter Feist was nominated
for five juno Awards and took
home all of them, beating out
Avril Lavigne and Celine Dion.
Feist's awards included Artist of
the Year, Album of the Year and
Pop Album of the Year
for The Reminder
and Songwriter of
the Year for 11y
11oon 11y 11an,
1134 and I Feel
it All Michael
Buble won the
Fan Choice Award
and Serena Ryder
won New Artist of
the Year.

Top 5 of 1008
Movies
I. The Dark Knight .............$530,722,000
2. Iron Han . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$318,313, 199
3. Indiana jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull . . . . . . ..$317,023,851
4. Hancock ..................$227,946,274
5. WALL-E ..................$223,719,052
(According to Box Office Mojo)
,--------------------------~

Academy Awards®

Mega Musicians

Slumdog Millionaire emerged the big winner of the 81 st
Academy Awards, picking up eight Oscars including Best Motion
Picture, Best Director and Best Adapted Screenplay. Sean Penn
upset sentimental favorite Mickey Rourke in the Lead Actor
category, while Kate
Winslet won for
Lead Actress. The
late Heath Ledger
won for Best
Supporting Actor
and Penelope Cruz
became the first
Spanish actress
to win Best
Supporting Actress.

According to the Rolling
Stone list of I00 Greatest
Singers of All Time, Aretha
Franklin, the queen of
soul, was named
No. I. Ray
Charles, Elvis
Presley,
Sam
Cooke
and john
Lennon
rounded
out the
top five.

People Award
' Dark Knight
The Dark Knight emerged
as the people's favorite in
the movie category,
winning five People's
Choice Awards including
Favorite Action Movie and
Favorite Superhero. Other
winners included 11
Dresses for Favorite
~----------------~' Comedy, Heroes for Favorite
Sci-fi/Fantasy Television Show and The Simpsons for Favorite
Animated Comedy. Tina Fey won Favorite Funny Female Star and
Ellen DeGeneres won Favorite Talk Show Host. In vocals, jordin
Sparks, Carrie Underwood and Chris Brown all took home awards.

Music's Biggest Night
Robert Plant and Alison Krauss were the
big winners at the SIst Annual
,
Grammy Awards. Plant and Krauss ,/
received five Grammys, including /
the night's biggest award,
,'
Album of the Year for Raising /
Sand plus Record of the Year,
Best Pop Collaboration, Best
Country Collaboration with
Vocals and Best
Contemporary Folk/American
Album. The other top winners
were British band Coldplay who
grabbed three awards and Lil
Wayne who received four awards.

\

,,'
\
\
\

', Songs
', I. Low
\ Flo Rida Featuring T-Pain
\
\ 2. Bleeding Love
' leona lewis
3. No One
Alicia Keys
4. Lollipop
lil Wayne featuring
Static M~or
5. Apologize
Timbaland featuring
OneRepublic
(According to Billboard Hot I00)

Test Your Music Knowledge
I

Search Terms
I. Obama
2. Facebook
3. att (AT&T)
I
I
I
I
I

,

I

(According to Google Zeitgeist)
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Sole Survivor
Thanks to decades of fans who have adopted
Converse shoes as part of their rock-star
wardrobe
the
company
celebrated
its I00-year
anniversary.
Converse
reinvented
classic
designs in
its Century
footwear
collection to 1
honor its
achievement.
Tough
Guys
Rule
"Tough
Guy
TV"reality
shows
chronicling the
lives of men in lifethreatening professions, from king crab fishermen
to ice road truckers to adventurers relying on
survival skills in the wilderness, is dominating
the airwaves. This new genre has audiences
riveted with its realism, documentary-style format
and unpredictable action. The Discovery Channel's
shows Deadliest Catch and Han vs. Wild are
among cable TV's highest-rated unscripted series.

Text Mania
Figures show
that
traditional
landlines
are
becoming
a thing of
the past.
The cell
phone is
increasingly important,
especially for tweens and teens whose personal style
is expressed with cell phone accessories and whose
communication revolves around email and text
messaging. According to Neilson ratings, the average
teenager texts 1,742 times per month-that's an
average of 58 times per day!

Long Overdue
Alibrary book checked out from a Tulsa,
Oklahoma high school in 1947 was
returned 61 years later. The book, New
World Analysis: Or, School Etymology of
English Derivative Words was discovered
by the woman who had originally checked
it out when she was cleaning her home.
She sent the book back to the library with
a note and a check for $250 to cover any
late charges.
Superhero Fans Rejoice
Forty-five years after it was created
by Stan lee and jack Kirby,
X-Men fans celebrated the
SOOth issue of the popular
comic book. The anniversary was
marked with a surprise move:
the outcast heroes left their
Westchester, New York mansion
for San Francisco.

Dark Knight

'

I 00 Years of FBI
Established in 1908 by the Attorney General, the
Fede.ral Bureau of Investigation started with only 34
spec1al agents. Today, the FBI, headquartered in
Washington D.C., employs over 30,000 people including
more than I,200 special agents and over 18,000
professional support staff in offices around the world.
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Shines Bright
The Batman sequel The Dark
Knight earned $314 million in
just I0 days, making it the
fastest film to earn $300 million.
The previous record was held by
Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead
Han's Ches~ which reached $300
million in 16 days.

Thank You Mom
Mother's Day turned I00 in 2008. The U.S. Census
Bureau estimates that there are 83 million
mothers who celebrate Mother's Day. The National
Retail Federation estimates that Americans spend
$15 billion a year honoring their mothers;
however, the holiday is celebrated in 52 countries
around the world.

Box Office Gold
Disney's High School Husical 1: Senior
Year banked $42 million
in its opening weekend. The
big screen sequel to the
Disney Channel TV
movies, starring
lac Efron and
Vanessa
' Hudgens,
beat the
\
.
, preVIOUS
' record for
best
opening
weekend
, of $27.8
: million
I
' set by
/ Hamma
/
I

'

I
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Fabulous Fashion Finale
After a season filled with drama and overthe-top fashion, soft-spoken Portland, Oregon
designer leanne Marshall was named the
winner of Bravo's hit reality show Project
Runway hosted by supermodel Heidi Klum.
Marshall beat out contestants Korto Momolu
and Kenley Collins to win the $1 00,000
grand prize to start her own line and the
opportunity to sell her collection on
Bluefly.com. The series finale was the first
time in the history of the show to feature
an all-female lineup.

'

\

Tina Fey Impersonates
Sarah Palin
Actor and comedian Tina Fey
returned to Saturday Night Live
to portray Republican vice
presidential candidate Sarah
~ Palin. In the skit, Fey debated
Amy Poehler, who played
' Senator Hillary Clinton. Fey's
depiction of the Alaska
governor generated so much
attention that the real Sarah Palin
appeared twice on the show.

Facebook safeguards

Lights Out
for TRL

Social networking site
Facebook added more
than 40 safeguards to
protect its users
from cyber bullies
and online
predators.
Precautions
included banning
sex offenders and
limiting adult-user
access to profiles of
users under 18 years old.

,~---------------,
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Trend

'
I

MTV's famed
countdown show,
Total Request live
(TRL), aired its final
episode in New York
City. The show debuted in 1998 and boosted the
careers of superstars like justin Timberlake, Christina
Aguilera and Destiny's Child. Beyonce gave a showstopping performance during the show's finale.
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., This year's fashions reflected the style of the 80s.
From the runway to the real world, here's a look at
some of the popular trends.
,,,, ...
,
,
Patent Leather
,
handbags, shoes and belts
added shine to outfits from
coast to coast.
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Vacation Idol
Feathers Fly!
The first World Pillow Fight
Day brought thousands of
people together turning 35
cities into playgrounds. The
event's intent was to
promote creative uses of
public spaces and the
power of a shared
common goal. Plus, it was
a lot of fun!

The new American Idol attraction at
Disney's Hollywood Studios in
Lake Buena Vista, Florida is
similar to the Fox singing
competition-allowing
:
theme park guests to show ~
off their singing skills by '
auditioning and performing
before a live studio audience.

Skinny Jeans were paired
with a variety of footwear. Girls
wore them with knee-high boots, flats or platform
sandals while guys wore them with tennis shoes
or motorcycle boots.
Eco-wear Collections from designers
and clothing manufacturers such as levi's
introduced products made from organic
cotton and other earth-friendly materials.

A Toy for the Imagination
Despite all the fancy high-tech toys
available, nature's own stick was inducted
into the National Toy Hall of Fame this
year. Toy experts selected the stick because
of its versatility, natural ingredients, appeal
to the imagination and it's free. More
traditional inductees this year included the
baby doll and skateboard.

Say Papaya
As if ice cream wasn't good
enough, scientists are working on
a way to make your favorite
, flavor extra velvety smooth.
Using gelatin and papaya protein,
: a University of Wisconsin
' researcher developed an "edible
,' antifreeze" that prevents ice crystals
' from forming in ice cream, so that it
stays creamy and smooth with every bite.

Metallics added
glamour to accessories,
shoes, jeans and dresses.

Sixth-graders in Indiana have no shortage of motivation to learn new
words. When students play a vocabulary game at FreeRice.com, 20 grains of
rice are donated to the World Food Programme for each correct answer. Eight
thousand miles away, students at Palwong Elementary in northern Uganda
receive a nutritious lunch. The game has generated 28 billion grains of rice ...
that's enough food to feed more than I million peo~e for one day.

Technicolor Fashion
had clothes covered-from
dresses, tops and leggings
to jewelry, shoes and
other accessories.

Test Your Gaming Know edge
I. What was the top selling game of 2008?
a. Super Smash Bros.
b. Wii Play with Wii Remote
c. Grand Theft Auto IV
d. Hadden NFL 09

3. Guitar Hero makes several references
to what movie?
a. This is Spinal Tap
b. Edward Scissorhands
c. The Goonies
d. Beetlejuice

,
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2. How many characters participate in
each Mario Kart race?
a. 9
b. 16
c. 2
d. 12
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run &. Game1
I. How many squares
can you count?
a. 16
b.20
c. 31
d. 36

What does each group of words have in common?

Example:
Olympics • leap Year • Presidential Elections

They happen every 4 years

I. Index • Pinky • Ring
2. Door • Painting • Eyeglasses

3. Picnic • Pool • Coffee
4. Ball • Salad • Coin
5. Dog • Cat • Gold

2. Which image belongs
in the empty square?

a. LSJ b. ~
d.

c.

Unscramble the words below. The answers can be found throughout
Zoom. Use the highlighted letters from each word to answer the final
scramble below.

I. MAAKHOOL
Home to a driving dog

Ill D II D
2. IOBGMOO
An item to lighten your carbon footprint

3. Which image fills

a. ..

the space?

'· 'It

b.

IJII

D II II D
3. JIGBIEN
Agolden city for Michael Phelps

D
d. . .

111111

4. AACDNI RCKAIPT
First female to win in her profession

I D

I D

I .--------.D- -=--r---r--1--r-1--,-1. . .- =- -10

5. OERHSMT
Aday held in their honor turned I00
eweqo ~)1!.11!8 : 1eu!~
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